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The Graduate Stud'ent
Association of the University of
New Mexico will hold elections
for president and chairman of the
Graduate Student Association
Council (vice president) over a
two·day
period, Sept. 20-21.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Candidates for the two
positions, each of which pays
UA'£ES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: .Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time rup. If ad is,to
20G 1 afternoons :prc!ero.bly or mail.
$200 per month, must subm1t an
run nvc Or more ~onsecUtiVC dn.ya Wlth
Classified Advertising
intention of candidacy statement
no chnnge.<J the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
ncr word nnd the minimum number of
to the GSA office by ·not later
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10,
than 5 p.m. Sept. 8.
.
Neither of the incumbants,
MALE HELP WANTED, part-time. Apply
51 FOR SALE
President Ray Schowers and
in person. Der Wienerschnitz.cl, 4201 Cen ..
tra! NE or 5810 Mcoaul NE.
8/31 . Council Chairman Jim O'Neill, is
in house with other
1970 OPEL STATION WAGON, Brand
ROOM & IJOARD in exchange for 20 hours
seeking reelection.
new rndinl tires. Perfect condition.
9/G

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LOBO

ll PERSONALS

MALE, 21~ Seeks l'DOm
ntudcnta. 255-5427.
FREE HAPPY, HJ;:ALTilY, Black Kit.
tens: Call 242-0062.
9/l
NEED SENIOR or Grad Student Roommateo to share house within bicyelinK
distance to UNM. $70.00 n month. Don,
277-H53.
. 9/0
RIDE OR RIDERS from Santa Fe to UNM,
Tue~., Wed., and Thnrodays, Call 982-1131
9/5
in Snnta Fe,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORqANIZATION

mccta Thursdays 6 :30 p.m. m room 230 of

Student Union. All nrc welcome.
9/5
ANYONE who hns knowledge of J can

O'Connell thi'1 summcJ:' or her diary plcnec

contact the Lobo, Jour., llldg, Rm. 158.
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not cxnctly a

dear friend, but a group of people who

nrc ready to talk nnd listen to your prob ..

Jems of living. Call or come in NW
Corner Mesa V!stn, 277-3013.
trn
ASTROLOGIC HOROSCOPES cnst & rend
plus future ycnr. 2G6-71GG.
9 /1o

LOST & FOUND

2)

LOST: White gold d~t.-m-on-d:.-::E::-lg~ln_w_n~te:-h.
Girlc;' locker room, Johnson Gym. Sentimcntnl value. Liberal reword. 2~6-8667.
9/0
FOUND-Three paPerbacks In Mil 220,
Wed. 3:30 p.m. Identify & claim. Rm.
205 Joumnlfum,

sERTic=E=·s~----------

3)

PAssPonT, 11\!MIGRATION, IDENTI.FICATION, Photo. FMt, inexpens1vc,
pleasing. Nenr UNM. Cnll 265-2444, or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. . t!n
TuNEUPS by ENGiNEERINGSTui.iENT
at mY home. $14, V-8; $12, 0-cyl!ndcr.
JncludP.J new point.'l plur:n ('Ondcnr;C'r a.ml
lnbor. Cnrburntor overhaul nlso. Cnll 2996230 !or appointment.
9/6
GUITAR LESSONS. Folk Roclc, Dlu03,
$2.~0 n le"son. Call 242-2401,
9/4
EXP~;nT INFANT CARE. DnY or night.
266-8064, 1604 Cnrl!ale SE. 8/31

41

FOR RENT

THE NEW CITADEL, available Sept. 1,
wnllcinp: distenee to UNM, 16)!0 Univcrnity NE. Efficiency $140 furmohcd; $130

unfurninht'd. One bdnn S180 [urniBhed;
$166 unfurntq}u:"lJ. SwJmminR pooll rccrC"n-

tfon room, t!ommtuu1ry [!tore,

nundry.
dishwashers & dispoJn!J. 842-1864, 2663485,
9/1

51

FORSALE

190~

FAJRLANE. Good condition, VB, automatic, Looltll ohnrp. $350. 2GD-2G26. 9/4
ART STUF'-The one nrt supply otorc that
doe<1n't rip you off I Albuauerauc'a LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES. CornPBre
anywhore. 1824 CentrBI, opposite nrt
building,
G/1

16,000 mi. $1300, 260-2004,
8/31
1967 SHELBY GT GOO. F60 Po!yg!no tires,
428 with two fours. Best offer. 294-10bU.

0/6

FI•:NDE!t DUAL SHOWMAN with Reverb
2-J .Jl.L. l5's two weeks old. Showroom
condition. $600,00 Steve 344-8524. 9/4
MOUNTAIN LAND~-!; acre trnct.s. Only
$127.50 down Bnd $42.50/mo. Rathbun
Real!ty-2669888, 877-9174, 266 9470. 9/4
10·SPE:;;D !liKE. •rriumph, $50.00. Cnil
Dave 2662828 between OM P.M.
9/4
YAMAHA 350, 1970 R5, Top condition,
$520.00 or best offer. 255-3978
9/6
1962 VW Bug, Very good condition, 68,000
mi. $450. 268-2994,
8/31
GREAT SAVINGS, name brands, receivers,
amplifiers, tnP<l recorders, record chnn~t·
errs,

sp~akera,

266-3687.

6)

8/31

EMPLOYMENT

Daily
10-5

1.lALE port-time Hdp Wanted, over 21 Yr8
old. Afternoans & evenings. Snve-Wny
Liquor Store, 6704 Lomna NE. Pho. 2552062.
8/31
llA!lY SITTER WANTED. Ocensionnl
· basis. Must have own transportation. 2GR ..
3608.
8/31

7l

great
selectionpersonal
attention

111 Cornell SE

next to the Post Office

Announcing Our l\'Iatinee Classic Series
'l'he Greatest Anti-'War Film Ever Made

AII Quiet On The Western Front"
Lew A9ers
" . . . this is the flick our parents saw

when they wrre in college-if tht•y hau
remrmbered Vietnam might not have

11vt out to lmy yourself some lt>athcr

dothc>s rou should be prepnrc:l to apend
morl' tim(' in the flC]l'etion than you would

happened." Susan Feiner, Nyack Spectator
Aug. 28 thru Sept. 1

Showtime 1 & 3 PM-l\:lidnight Flick Sept. 1 & 2
E\·cning performance . . . Separate admission

George C. Scott
THE HOSPITAL
1718 Control SE-842·5427
IN O!i!E5 FAki<ING LOT~YOU U. HAV; T(HOOK

5:30 Early Bird SI.OO, 7:30 & 9:30 SI.50

----~.---

10/0

E~1PLOYMENT

61

STUDENT NEEDED TO WORK with 46-ycar-olds. 12:30·3:00. Monday-Friday.
Coil Z.lro. Perkins, 290-8941.
D/1
PART-TIME JOB, eight houm per week,
YMCA n£'ed9 tcm moiP counecloro to work
with boyo' program. 266·6971.
0/4
10 STUDENTS_T,OSELL Albuquerque Dinncr Club 1\!cmbcr.Jhlpn to ntudenta. Good
pny. Anply Apt. 2, 1001 Loufu!ana NE or
CAll 256•6102,
0/4

c
Save

CARTOONS

lA

Flicker
Classics "';; -

L4UBEL
and

21 c

Thurs. Aug. 31,
Fri. Sept. 1

'(V

v

COI"Io\Eil.CIIIls.•,.,.,

;;

LET'S ALL

flANKlNSTIIN

tHr

WOLO MAN

GOTO

••ocu..

DAtR.Y QUEEN"

DABDY
tfOillltfT[H;. HG1t~:11 h10\11(S

action

adventure

LOVE

brazie~
2300 Central SE
!rom Popejoy Hall)

(anos~

266-1212
llnin·r~ity

Dairy C!ut•en ±J;R

Don't miss this great sale on DAIRY QUEEN's• famous han_ana
split. You've never had it so good. Two fresh·cut banana shces
and Amenca's favorite treat, lopped Wllh
whipped cream and chocolate, strawberry
and pmeapple. Pure delight. Treat the
whole gang durmg thw special ollor
-they'll go bananas over our split!

Dairq
oueen

~

V.l)&
h

0.,,

New Mexico

DAILY~;;.,

¥!
c

OJ

u

>

c·

;.I,. ~\

'Z&£'

~

Eastdalc Shopping Center Candelaria & Eubank NE

11

t;j

U.h~q.W

"'

1-

j

EASTDALE THEATRE

!\HSCELLANEOUS

VARIETY PHOTOGRAPHY SIIOW. Margery Mann stolcctlon, At Quivirn Gnllery,
111 Cornell SE.
8/31

8

37V.1!~

'<:

The Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology at the University of
New Mexico will be closed
Monday, Labor Day.

used and dcmo9. The Hil"i

NE. 2fif:i .. (i9!i7~

i:!.

babysitting per week. :Ensy bike, walk to
cnmpus, Hours: 7-9 o.,m. M-F, plus Tu~
& Thurs 3-G, plus. 1 evening arranged.

I»use, 3011Monte Vista NE.
8/31
1966 BSA VICT0~4·1l-Good c~~dttion,
$350. Call 266·5142.
_ 8/31
WHY RENT? BUY/ Equivalent to a deluxe apartment. 31' Travel Trailer, eelfcontnined, 1U72 Holiday Rambler. EI\!JY
itnnnc!ng, 242-9839.
9/G
LEATII:;;R GOODS-JACKETS, PANTS,
!lAGS, IJt;J,TH, JlELT POUCHES,
HATS CAPS. SUN VISORS. When you
!or n fBbrie item. Arter all, its n choice
you might Jive .vith the rrot of your lire.
Mnl<c the rll'<ht choice at the LEATHERIlA<'K TURTLE, 10~ Romero NW, OLD
TOWN. 842-8490.
9/4
1972 HONDA 600, 3600 mi. $1250 or best
offer. 2~9-3280 after 3 p.m.
9/4
'69 KAWASAKI, Mnch III. Excellent condition. fast. S725. Call 247-4~3~.
D/1
Iti-;I'RIGEHATOR-Dorm size, 2.4 cubic ft.
I•:xoellcnt condition. $05. 206-9236. 8/31
10 SPEED lliCYCLES. All fnmouo mnkes,
FBI<on:~ $120, Gitanc $117, German Vninqueum with aluminum QR whecl!3, liB,
$116, Other 10-!!pecd!l from $90 to $280.
I·~•ll rnnrnnt~e. Call Dick Hallett for
houro. Rm. 67. Medicnl School. Doy: 2772646. Ilomc 266·2784.
9/l
20 Portable TV'a, $30·$60. 441 Wyominr:

l

The recently expanded muse'um
will resume its normal hours on
Tuesday. These hours are 9 a.m. ·(YO
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday Z
and 10 a.m: to 4 p.m. on ~
Saturday.
~

i

CJ>

The Russell Concert

!""

.....

"'_,

How to Gross $30G
And Lose Money

Nl

By AARON HOWARD
Leon Russell's favorite drink is
Jose Cuervo Gold tequila. He will
not do a concert unless there are
several bottlt.~ of Jose Cuervo in
his dressing room before the
show--it's even specified in the
contract.
When you're a rock superstar
playing for $15,000 a night, there
are certain things you can ask for
in your contract. When Joe
Cocker appeared here, his
contract specified that two cases
of Dom Perignon champaign,
which sells for $15 a bottle, had
to be provided bPfore the concert.
The two cases of Dom Perignon
sell for about $600.
Dealing with the world of the
rock star, it seems everybody has
enormous egos-from the
superstar himself to the roadies
(those who travel with the troupe
and a're responsible for the
t('chnical end of the show) to the
movers who truck in the piano for
the concert.
On the other hand, the average
person who pays four and a half
dollars for a ticket to the Leon
Russell Show does not know that
Russrll is getting $15,000 for a
night's work-or that the concert
promoter, Leonard Levy, lost
money on the show Wednesday
night because only 6100 people
bought tickets.
It is money that keeps the
carnival wheels greased. The
people who are earning the money
can afford to ask for Jose Cuervo
and Dom Perignon in their
contracts. The people who are
promoting the concert cannot
afford to forget the tequila and
champagne.
Even when a promoter like
Levy loses money on a concert, he
still has to pay out expenses like
he was a winner, smiling while
trying to figure out why a
performer like Leon Russell could
possibly fail to sell out the
University Arena.

* * *

Leon Russell's contract called
for a guarantee of $15,000 and
60~ of the gross receipts over
$27,000.
In theory this means that the
first $15,000 that comes in the
box office from ticket sales is
going to be used to pay Russell's
guaranteed fee.
The next $12,C'OO can go
towards the promoter's expenses.
This means that Levy has $12,000
or so of breathing room to meet
costs up to the $27,000 mark.
After that, lets say if the
concert grosses $37,000, which is
ten thousand above the basic
contract agreement, Leon will get
$6,000 and Leonard will get
$4,000.
Rock concerts involve large
sums of money which is grossed at
the box office. But relatively little
finds its way back into the
promotoers hands.
Take the Rolling Stones
concert for example which was
booked and promoted by
Denver's Barry Fey. The concert
grossed about $87,000 at the
University Arena. Of this,
$63,000 went to the group and
.••their production company:

$24,000 went towards the
promoters expenses; $5,000 went
for security; $3,400 went to the
Popular Entertainment
Committee; $3,400 went to the
Physical Plant workers for
cleaning and setting up.
Barry Fey took home $7,000
for his part in the concert.

* * *

played by the Rev. Patrick
Henderson who is traveling with
the show.
The rental, tuning and moving
the nine foot Steinway cost $260.
Just moving the small piano cost
$100. The All Points Moving crew
gets $35.95 an hour and the job
did take three hours.
So Hogg is examining the
placing of the pianos on the stage
and it reminds him of a story: the
PEC had to move the piano from
the Union and a super trouper
spotlight from the Arena for a
recent show at Johnson Gym. It
cost $205 just to bring these two
pieces of equipment from one
place on campus to another.

It's about 9:30a.m. on the day
of the concert and the University
Arena is almost empty except for
three or four workmen who are
pounding nails into the risers on
the huge stage being completed on
the floor of the arena.
There are several tables upstairs
on the catwalk where women are
registering an occasional visitor
*
Contracts for rock stars are
for classes in the evenings at the
the
same: short pieces
basically
Albuquerque Public schools.
Tom Hogg, assistant to the full of legal terms which bind the
Dean of Students is surveying the parties to an agreement. It is the
scene from the catwalk. He is riders (addendums to the
complaining becausl.' he just contractj which are interesting.
'rhP contract for the Joe
received a phone call before
leaving his office that an Cocker concert was two
Albuquerque Dulws game is pages-the rider was 12 pages. The
scheduled for this evening right rider on the Rolling Stones
across from the Arena. The last contract was about 20 pages.
Riders include everything from
game of the season had been
schedull!d for the night before but what kind of food and drinlts
lmd been rained out. "How many rlwuld be served backstafle to how
times are baseball games rained many complementary passes can
out in Albuquerque?," Tom keeps be issued.
The Leon Russell rider was
asking.
Hogg's official title at the relatively brief. The important
university is Assistant to the Dean points included that there should
of Students. Hogg is sort of a be no policemen stationed
troubleshooter for all student between the audience and the
activities on campus particularly stage; no uniformed policemen
when they involve the kind of anywhere near the stage area; no
money that flows through the box seats on the floor (the
office at rock concerts.
arrangement is called Woodstock
Working with the Popular or festival seating}; no freebies
Entedainment Committee (PEC} were allowed to sit in the first 20
Hogg has to make sure that all the rows or an approximate area in
little details which come up on front of the stage; nobody was
the day of the concert are allowed to sit behind the stage.
The wisdom of the restrictions
smoothed out before show time.
The PEC has an interest in this on the uniformed police near the
concert also-a contract with the stage was not realized until the
promoter guaranteeing the 'Concert that evening.
During Leon's set, a woman
committee five per cent of the
gross or $2,000, whatever is who ·w~ ~;t:!n~!~g nn hPr friPnd's
shoulders and dancing to the
greater.
Because the PEC has exclusive music was motioned to the stage
booking privileges on university by Russell. Climbing over the
property as a student group, all shoulders of the people in front of
promoters must go through the her on the floor, the woman
PEC if they want to book a show walked above the human sea and
at the Arena or Johnson Gym. made it to the stage where she sat
And since Civic Auditorium was next to Russell at the piano. After
closed off to rock concerts by the singing a couple of lines to her, he
city fathers as a result of some gave her a kiss and she lt>ft the
disturbances by the reds and stage. The woman was later
Ripple crowd, almost all the followed by about six other
promoters who want to do women who were able to kiss
business in thP city have become Leon.
friendlier with Hogg and the new
Such an occurrance would have
been impossible at the Rolling
PEC chairman, Tim Padilla.
The morning activities are going Stones concert. Even if a woman
slowly. The Physical Plant would have been able to break
workers had layed out the wings through the ring of guards around
and first three feet of the stage. the stage, it is difficult to conceive
The second three feet and the of Jagger receiving any of the
risers were being prepared by audience the way Russell did.
Disco Corporation for $277.
All Points Movers arrived later
The equipment for the show
and took three hours to deliver weighed about 20,000 pounds and
and place two pianos up on the included a complete stage setting
stage. The big piano was a and public address system. As
nine-foot Steinway which was Peter Nicholls, the equipment
specified in the Russell manager said: "If you're on the
contract-the only one he plays road for any time, the only way
on perhaps because it's the only you can travel is with a complete
one which he can jump up on to set of equipment."
The show travels with two
do his finale. Then thete' VIas also
a smaller piano which was later trucks: o.ne is an lS foot truck

* *

* * *

which is owned by Russell; the
other is a semi-t>ailt•r which
carries the lights and sound for
the show lE"ased from a Dallas
company, Showco.
Five men; two for sound, two
for lights and a truck driver travel
in the trailer. Three men with
Leon's equipment and
instruments drive the truck. They
include the stage manager who
takes care of the wiring and
placing of instruments; the supply
man who repairs the trucks and
who takes care of the other
logistics problems; a maintenance
man who repairs equipment.
Nicholls and the others are
called roadies. They l>eep the
show on the road driving the
40G-500 miles each day betwe<'n
playing dates.
Russell and the other members
of his troupe travel by plane.
It takes about six hours to set
up said Nicholls: "Ont> and a half
hours to unload; om• and a half
hours to set the equipment up;
three hours to take a concrete
lump of a building and create the
energy you need so that
everybody will be ready when
Leon hits the stage."
As the concert begins, Nicholls
will be behind the equiprnettt
riding the volume control and
mixing thP sound of the band to
the proper levels.
"We are working with an eleven
piece band," saJd Nicholls. "What
we're trying to do is to mix the
sound in layers, tight and small as
possible. Whoever's playing well, I
try to get them on top."
While Nicholls works on the
sound, Rick Martin is working on
the lighting system, A member of
Showco, Martin also designs and
builds equipment.
He explained the audio system
for the concert was rated at 3500
audial watts which is enough
power for the heavy metal kids
like Black Sabbath and Black Oak
Arkansas.
The rider called for 220 volts
on a single phase system. But as
Martin began setting up, he asked

ontl of the univ~rsity electricians
to i nst,\11 another h•g for
additional power.
''We've added an additional
light tower so we'll have two in
back," explained Martin. "This
upped the power r~quirements 50
amps. It's no problem. Any hall
like this has facilities hooked up."

* * *

There is a very definite system
of status and hierarchy which
rules in and around a rock
concert. Someday an enterprising
young sociologist will write a
paper on the system which will
note him a place in Rolling Stone
magazine.
One indication of a pPrson's
status is that he even gets into the
hall at all. Buying a ticket will get
you into the hall but you scon• no
status points. Getting a frl'e pass
raises your status som1•what.
Being put on th1• guest list is
worth more status points. Comill!l
in with th<> group is, of courM:, tlw
pinnacle of the hierarchy.
The same game works for
passes once onu Pllters the Ar<'na.
Passes mean mobility and wearing
om• on your chest means you ('an
smile and walk right by ushers,
guards and policP. The low status
passes are the ~:eneral passes which
are issued to aisle guards. They
don't mean much except a~ a
symbol of some authority.
The backstage passes are issued
to roadies and security people and
will get you any place bach sta1te.
The real important passe~ are
those which are shaped like a
golden "S" and are called Shelter
passes because they are issued by
people with the Russell group.
These passes get you into the holy
of holies-Leon Russell's dressing
room.
Meanwhile outside the ArPn~.
everybody is trying to get in
without paying. Bobby Box of
KQEO telephoned and osked for
passes for his daughter. Dulte
Duquette, station manager of
KRST, asked to be added to the
guest list. Both were refused.
Continued on Page 5
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POPULISM VS. RACISM
'l'ako Wallacc·ism. It is racism.

SCHISM
P AR.TIES ON THE f.. EFT
111 any people whose pofitics

And Nixonism is Wallace-ism developed on the movements for
armed and globally oriented.
change in the South over the last
There are those who are afraid decade were in Miami at the
they will slip their mooring to Democratic Convention this
recognize divisions in the year-either as delegates or in the
working·cla'lS, who refuse to see ptotest groups on the outside.
that racism is there and will have Many others, however, see a
to be fought. Those that have different way to move politically
conlended Wallace's .appeal is that this year, and are supporting an
of a "populi~t" cannot distinguish alternative party on he Left. At
between populism' and fascist least three such parties-the
demagogy. And those liberal labor Communist Party, USA, the
leaders like Leonard Woodcock of Socialist Workers Party, and the
the UAW who balked at exposing People's Party-have been trying
Wallace for what he was during to get on state ballots in the
the Michigan !)rimary, give South this year; although
support to the myth and tremendous ballot obstacles are
legitimacy to the man.
being put in their way, it is
The truth is that the populist obvious that such alternatives
movement, which reached its have more support in the South
height in the mid-1890's, now than ever before, except
challenged Northern capital and possibly in the 1930's.
the Southern plantocracy and
-Southern District
brought together poor . farmers THE ROCKEFELLERS
and laborers, Blacks and whites
Governor Nelson Rockefeller's
lighting racism along the way.
decision to nominate President
-News & Letters Nixon for a second term at the
SYSTEM l3EHINDTRAITOR DICK GOP National Convention in
There have been several highly Miami should not come as a
significant political signals in surprise to readers of Capsule
receJlt months which have either News.
gone largely unnoticed or have
The Rockefeller-Nixon
b.. en mi~interpreted. What they
add up to is that top System association is all part of the
leaders have made a major master Rockefeller strategy to
strategy decision: the Republican succeed Nixon to the nation's
Party, under nominal highest office following his
N b:on·Kissinger leadership-, will re·election in November. The Plan
now be used to consolidate the is for Vice-president Agnew to
socio-political inroads made by resign during Nixon's second term
the radical left in the last two so Rockefeller can then be
decades and then will make the appointed and his name submitted
to the House and Senate for
final push toward System goals.
This switch from a radical-left confirmation-as now provided by
battering ram against Western law.
-capsule News
civilization to a supposedly
"conservative" laader in a McGOVERN CAMPAIGN MONBY
Judas-goat role has been cleverly
It is no doubt true that an
calculated to short·circuit growing analysis of the source of
alarm and resistance on the part McGovern money up until
of patriots ot the System's course, Convention time would show an
Richard Nixon is to be the new enormous percentage, if not the
Roosevelt who will lead America, greatest amount, came from
unprotesting, to the slaughter.
relatively small donations spread
-Attaclz! over a vast number of donors.
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WEEKLY
NEWS SERVICE
This, no doubt, is changing and,
ln fact, showed slgns of changing

even before McGovern went over
the top in Miami Beach. The
Democratic National Committee
is now going after the so-called fat
cats and it now makes good sense
for the fat cats to back the
Democratic contender
notwithstanding his underdog
status in the campaign against
President Nixon. George
McGovern will, of course, widen
his base even more than he has
until now. He will promise more
to more varied interests even seek
to mollify and win support from
those who regard him-mistaking·
ly-as some sort of socialist.
-Western Socialist
NIXON OR McGOVERN: NO
CHOICE
With the Democrat convention
now over, we of the American
White Nationalist Party have a
decision to make, and once made,
we have to stick by that decision.
Again, the Demopub:i..:an Party is
offering a no-choice slate of
candidates. The democrats have
nominated George McGovern,
pro-communist, pro-Jewish, and
essentially anti·White. The
Republicans will offer Richard
Nixon, CFR member and Jew
owned lackey, whose only
difference with McGovern is that
he sounds different. Nixon has
done or has attempted to do
everything that McGovern
advocates-massive bussing,
increased aid and trade with •
communist countries, anti-White
job quotas, the guaranteed
minimum annual income, aid to
the bandit state of Israel. What we
must guard against is being
suckered into voting for Nixon
because he sounds "conservative"
and out of fear that McGovern
might win. It makes no difference
who wins. Nixon is as much, if
not more, of an anti-White traitor
as McGovern is.
-White Power
©Copyright 1972 by SCHISM,

••

{Editor's note : Andrews was
Arts & Medm Bditor last year. He
is now in Denmark with his
family-making The Grand Tour.)
DMr Aaron,
You were the first one I
thought of when I saw this card.
Ain't it pretty now! Got it and
some others in a "curiosity shop"
here in Copenhagen-full of
ancient photos of movie stars,
actors, musicians, sporm guys, etc.
theater and other mags going back
to 18 0 Os, theater and movie
posters, etc. etc. Beaven would
freak out. Copenhagen is a
fanta.st1c city-BEAUTIFUL
buxom braless women, easy hash,
great food, incredible shops, nude
coed sauna and beaches. But
we've heard from everyone t.hat
Amsterdam is even neater so
that's our next stop. Been in Cop.
about 10 days. Munich after that,
.for oktoberfest. Good luck with
the regular issue and the whole
year's Lobo. Will write a letter
soon~Tak~care, • '·
CWA

Bernas •••
Bemas are unsolicited, signed
guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial
policy of The Lobo, or the policy
of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas
may be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editol':',
please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or
Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM,
delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central or
deposited in the Lobo Suggestion
Box inside the east door of the
Union.
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The National Panhandlers and Bunko Artists Ass. released
the names of the 1972 additions to the Hall Of Fame a few '<
days ago, and several members from the Albuquerque chapter ~
made were admitted for their outstanding achievements. The !
rules for admission clearly state that no one is eligible for the f€1
honor if they have worked at all in the last year, or if they ~
n>
can be understood by anyone listening to them. The
Association was founded under the concept introduced by ~
the counter-culturists of the '60s who held money in ......
contempt, and condemned all those who worked for it. One ......
CJ)
of the new admissions was later disqualified when it was l>:l
""'
learned that he took issues of the school newspaper down to
the high schools and 5old them for ten cents apiece. The
NPBA ruled this as a violation of their guiding principles.
New Admissions, Panhandling Division
Ponytail (alias French Fry); Ponytail is no longer seen
around the University, his regular beat. He used to wear a
green jacket, saddle shoes, and tie his hair bacl> in a ponytail
everyday. The only two words he was reported to know were
"spare change?" His particular method of appropriating
funds was to walk head down, chin against chest, and when
he was close enough to a mark ask for bread. But he never
looked straight at you, so sometimes you thought he was
talking to a fire hydrant. If he did manage to con some
sucker, he could be found in ihe Union snack bar wolfing
down a huge plate of french fries.
Mad Dog (alias Rabid Dog, Crazy Dog and Foaming Dog).
Although Mad Dog is a rookie in the organization he was
selected for the Hall Of Fame because of his ingenuity.
Among his most note·worthy tricks are carrying around a
cute little puppy and asking for money to feed it, asking for
money to feed his baby son, and asking for money so his
half-blind mother can have an expensive eye operation. Also,
he is credited for reviving the old trademark of the earlier
days by pleading for a cup of coffee with dignity and
explaining how he was wiped out in the stock market crash.
New Additions, Bunko DivisionHubert (alias Son of God); Hubert made his debut on the
Mall last spring as a fire-and-brimstone preacher of the word
of God as interpreted by Hubert. Unlike the Jesus Freaks
who are harder to shake off than a tick, Hubert diddn't care
about explaining his positions. His message was
simple-convert or die. He fervently believed in the natural
inferiority of Nee-grows and believed Jews to be the original
sinners. He stood up surprisingly well to snide and derogatory
comments. When one heckler asked what Jesus did for the
crabs, Hubert called him a Heathen. When another one asked
if he spoke to God 1 Hubert said God talks to him. His
popularity as a speaker is unsurpassed.
John Doe. His real name is unknown. In the beginning of
the school year, John goes door-to·door in the dorms and
pushes dope to freshmen who came to school here to get
high. Right now his total assets are close to $10,000. In
John's words, the reason for his success is "because most of
these jerks never had organic anything before, and it takes
them a month to find out they've been buying strychinine!'
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20 Courses Offered

Free U-Amistad Opens Soon

~

By RICH ROBERTS
When you go to the Free
University this semester, take a
~ little spending money with you.
·;;;
A Amistad no longer conducts free
classes. There is an enrollment fee
0
of one dollar for each class.
·~
"The one dollar won't keep
::;s people out," Linda Kempf,
~
Amistad's director said. "It might
make people think .more when
C>i they decide upon courses. We
wouldn't turn anyone away
~ though if they really couldn't
&: come
up with one dollar."
She said the fee is to provide
funds for circulars and nc.wsletters
for those enrolled and create a
basis for Amistad's mailing list.
When classes begin in
mid·September there will be at
least 20 selections from which to
choose. Two of these are
beginning next week-witchcraft
and tarot.
The seminar on witchcraft will
study contemporary witchcult~ as
practiced now, their historical
origins and development. The
seminar on the tarot will cover its
history and a comparative study
of the cards of the major and
minor arcana.
Amistad is featuring a
workshop by Rita Sperry on
"Experiences in mature loving:
child behavior problems and the

"'
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teen years." She is basing her
approach on the theories of
Rudolph Dreikurs and Dorothy
Baruch.
Sperry has taught similar
w.orlrshops in Califo>nia, Los
Alamos and Santa Fe. She has a
master's degree, general secondary
and general elementary teaching
credentials and is an eXJ?erienced
teacher. She recommends Lhe claGs
for "parents, cJergy, teachers and
those dealing with the young."
The other classes being offered
by Amistad are weaving, quilting,
macrame, hatha yoga, kundalini
youga, conversational Spanish,
seminar on Indo-China,
non·violence: the living
revolution, unification principles,
co-counsebing, sadhana self·help,
beginning and advanced recorder,
VW repair, motorcycle repair,
alternative media and a poetry
workshop.
Amistad is continuing to offer
its other programs such as the
Latin American Forum series and
poetry readings lJy local writers
who participate free of charge.
The staff and students of Latin
American Studies operate the
forum series.
Further plans for September
include a free film festival using
funds provided by GSA. Amistad
conducted one such festival last
semester featuring D. W. Griffith's
"Intolerance" and "Last Year at
Marienbad!' Amistad has also
sponsored films from the
Utlderground.
Amistad is funded jointly by
GSA and ASUNM which have
provided a total allocation of
$2185 for 1972·73. This is a
r~duction of $450 from last year's

being "a place for a lot of people
who lHtVe no other place to go," a
point of contact between people
on at1d off campus.
"Amistad offers an alternative
to thtJ university," Kempf said,
''and we need new people to get
new ideas and work out our
directions."
She has been seeking to foster a
spirit of co-operation which will
reach beyond campus. Amistad
operates many projects which
entail co·operation with other
groups such as in women's classes
with the Women's Center and
with the Ecology Center during
Earth Week,
In this way Amistad can offer
their facilities, "experience in
organizing classes" and contact~
with various people to help others
to put their ideas into action.
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totnl budget of $2634. Unlilce la$t

year Amistad has not been
allowed to carry over remaining
funds from the previous budget.
1\empf said the reduction will
have little general effect upon
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The Baltimore Import Car
Service and Storage Corporation
has learned the hard way that
clean cars and dirty waters do not
mix. The company cleans foreign
made cars arriving at Dundalk
Marine Terminal in Maryland.
Federal Judge Herbert F. Murray
fined the company $62,500,
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A Glimmer of the Past •
In Contemporary Fashions

by

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 2 50 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone numbgr must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for p-ublication,

Amistad's program although the
quality may suffer from having
only meagre funds.
When Kempf finishes as
director on August 31, she will be
turning administration over to
Sam Miller and possibly another
office workers. However the
position of director remains
undecided at present. By the
second or third week of
September a new director will be
appointed, she said.
Only one salaried position has
been planned for this year unlike
the two salaried positions paying
$80 per month during last year.
This may present financial
difficulties for the staff members,
Miller said.
Aside from classes and other
activities offered by Amistad
KEMP sees the Free University as

Tue. I Oc BEER 5-b PM
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leon Russell & Shake-Ass Rock
By MARK YOUTZY

audience with monstrous volts of
the Original Boogie. Covering six
tunes ("Tightwirc," "I'll Take
Y au There," "Mighty Quinn,"
"He Lives," "Blues Power," and
"Shoot Out On the Plantation")
before the first momentary
breather, he catalyses a reaction
onstage and in the audience which
culminates two and a half hours
later with "Song for You" and
"Beauty Like a Knife." And the
performance is truly the epitome
of shake-ass rock.
Unmatched
In a field which plays host to so
little true creativity, Leon Russell
proves himself unmatched master
twenty-six times over. Only half
the songs are from his albums,
with the rest ranging from
Dylans" "Mighty Quinn" to a
screaming rendition of the
standard ''Blues Power." His

There is a man who plays
piano, a man called Master of
Space and Time; both prophecies
have been fulfilled, and much
more than that has come to pass.
Wednesday night an ecstatic
crowd witnessed a performance of
such fantastic vitality and
showmanship that even the Stones
were cold by comparison. There
was a to tal ity, a reality of
communication inherent in the
structure ·and presentation of that
concert which gave bountiful
testimony for the reco~nition of
that artist as the Uncrowned Head
of Rock 'n Roll.
This most singularly urlique
artist is Leon Russell. From the
moment of his appearance vn
stage, gesturing and drawling
marionette-style across a revised
"Tightwire," he electrifies his

A

arrang()ments at·e solely his own,
and eVHn an overworked "noiJin'
on the River" turns to gold at the
touch of The Man. His ten-piece
backup is like so many fingers
united within the silken gloves of
one who knows The World and
testifies with a fire that even
Moses could not surpass.
Special mention should be
given to the latest addition to the
Leon Russell show. The Reverend

Adv·ice:

Word of

The LIVING Word

Pat Henderson and his three black
female vocalists from Dallas,
Texas, are 200 proof distillate of
gospel, who will sway even the
hardened agnostic with their
incessantly joyful assertions. If
the Reverend has a church of his
own in Dallas, packed houses
must be the weekly fare. A
celluloid·and·helium Pharisee like
Billy Graham must fall, and fall
hard before the rollicking

affirmation of faith found in their
rendition of "He Lives."
Henderson's piano is
mega ton-strong, matching even
Russell for sheer potency of
presentation, When he rises to the
audience in an extravagant jam on
"I Won't Be Back," he draws in
the heartsick and joyful alike,
infusing them with a power which
descends from on high, and
returns from whence it came with
the entire house in tow.
Bellows
The show itself, however, is
consistently Loen, and nothing
but Leon, The magnetism and
wizardry which Russell emanates
is intensely personal; he acts as a
cohesive force, drawing his
musicians i.n to a precisely tuned
unit which seems capable of
almost perpetual motion. He
reaches out to the crowd with a
hand as highly charged as an
electric cattle prod. His pointed
finger brings bellows of pleasure,
his blazing eyes extend and fix,
making their subject writhe with
the tremendous power which is
sufficient for a crowd of
thousands, and yet minute enough
for each individual to experience
the total embrace of this Most
Holy Roller.
He sings to each one, and to all;
there is no exception. He is the
rain which falls on the just and
the unjust alike. He loves his
music and his audience, and his
Jove is the message which flows
down without ceasing.
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Continued from Page 1

!il Someone from the Journal called
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ans asked ''for a couple of
tickets." Can you remember the
]< last time you saw a rock review in
tl.l the Journal that was written by
somebody other than Scott
~ Beaven?
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Promoter Leonard Levy arrived
~. in the middle of the afternoon as

0

A

the equipment was being set on
stage. Levy books shows
·x throughout the southwest but
m a in l y co n centra t e s on
~ .Albuquerque.
~·
Most rock groups have agents
·~ who arrange playing dates and
u) tours for them. The promoter
buys and act from these agents. A
_ promoter also arranges the
facilities, lighting, sound, foot,
hotel accomodations, ticket sales
and promotion to get people to
the concert. He also puts down
the $7,500 which Russell required
as front money ''to show good
faith."
Levy said that the profit
potential available on rock shows
was "marginal" at this time. He
cited rising service costs, security
costs and the prices which groups
are demanding.
"Even if this concert J;tO&&cs
$30,000, it won't make money,"
said Levy. (The show only grossed
$29,800).
"One reason is because security
costs have gone up because of the
conduct of people at rock
concerts. Halls now require that
you have a small army for a
concert.
"I paid $2800 for security on
the Jethro Tull concert. I estimate
that this one will cost $1700 for
security.
"A second reason is because of
the increased lighting and sound
costs. We're paying Showco
$1400 whereas we were paying
them $500 two or three years ago.
"A third reason is that acts are
0
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getting a lot more money. The

biggest groups used to get $5000
in the he~rday of rock. But now
they get $15,000 without batting
an eye.
"Cocker was $25,000 this year.
The Jefferson Airplane will cost
$25,000 and Bill Graham is
promoting that act."
Levy said that most of the
major cities are covered by one or
two major promoters. The reason
for this has to do with the desire
for stability in an industry which
is completely unstable.
"There are many guys who can
get together the money to
promote a concert. But there are
few people who have the money
to keep it up, concert after
concert, even those that lose
money, until they can fight their
way into a major share of the
market.
"Once a promoter has
established good relations among
agencies and groups, which takes a
long time, he has to put up with a
Jot. He always must put the
money out front and spend the
money like he should even when
the concert is losing thousands of
dollars.
"Agencies prefer to pick
somebody who is reliable. It boils
down to this: the things you learn
after you've been promoting for a
while would lead you into staying
out of the business-but you don't
learn that until you've been in the
business for a while."

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

.___..... POPEJOY HALL
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Presents

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF

* * *

Cast of 90-Full Orchestra

Plays Aug. 26, 27*, 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2, 3*
Prices $4.00, $3.50, $3.00
I

Students $1.00 Discount
*Matinees
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Telephone 277-3121
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Broadway & CentraiJ N. E.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

How To Gross ...

·From Aslym to "Mad Dogs and
Englishmen" to Albuquerque and
getting better all the way. The
Man comes to town. Left:
Reaching out to his crowd with a
hand as highly charged as an
electric cattle prod.
Below: The Look, falling on
just and unjust alike. And top
right: Above, as the
photographers see him; below,
what his audience sees: Perpetual
motion.
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It is 5 p.m: and Tom Hogg
Jocks all the doors around the
Arena. The equipment is all set up
down on the floor and everything
is about ready for the concert.
All the ticket outlets have
closed except for the windows at
the Arena. Calls aze coming in at
the rate of one every minute
asking if tickets are still available.
The sales have gone slowly and
usually there are lines already
forming at the ticket
winclows:-this evening there is not
• "1' J:-11.;: ,.; ,• .

" ,. t .t t

t t

a single person waiting to buy
tickets.
Hogg and Padilla are making
the last minute arrangements for
the concert.
There were 42 Airforce
policemen from the 4900 Security
Police Squadron at Kirkland Air
Force Base who were hired for
security. The off-duty MP's have
been used inside the last five
concerts mainly to stop people
from bringing food and drink to
the seats and onto the floor said
Hogg.
There were also twenty ushers
who directed traffic and 14
campus police, 11 of whom were
stationed outside for crowd
control before the concert began.
The doors were kept closed
until 7 p.m. while the security
people received their instructions.
People gathered outside on the
grass in front of the Arena from
about 5 p.m. onwards to eat
supper and get places at the head
of the lines so they would be able
to get the best seats once the
doors were open.
The crowds were extremely
small compared to the Rolling
Stones and .Jethro Tull concerts.

, ,N~ COFFEE Hous~
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Nitzinger, a quartet from
Texas, was playing a chain of
three clubs in Texas for the last
six years when they were
discovered by Jim Runtledge, a
singer with Bloodroek.
The group was John Nitzinger
on lead guitar and vocals;
"Captain" Curly Benton on bass;
Bugs Henderson on rhythm guitar;
Linda Waring on drums.
They had missed the concert
the night before in Phoenix when
their care broke down in Blythe,
California.
"The car broke down next to a
bar, probably the only bar in
Blythe," spid Henderson. "So we
went inside and got drunk waiting
for them to {l!'t us another car."

featuring

Judee Sill
from recent tours with
Gordon Lightfoot
Cat Stevens

Nitzinger wns hired on the tour

because they are Capitol recording
artists. Capitol distributes Shelter
Records, which is Leon Russell's
label.

\TODAY!\

* * *

Leon Russell's got religion. It
happened when the show was in
California and Russell met Marjoe.
Marjoe is a young guy who
became a Pentacostal preacher at
the age of four years. Recently
the subject of a film and a lengthy
article in Rolling Stone, Marjoe
"taught Leon what a real religious
experience is all about" said one
of the Russell troupe.
Marjoe's influence on Leon
Russell was evident last night as
Russell asked, cajoled, screamed
and sang to the audience in the
style of traditional black gospel
groups.
The members of Russell's Show
included Don Preston on lead
guitar; Joey Pindleton on second
guitar; Charles Blackwell on
drums; a 51-year-old Nigerian,
Ambrose Campbell on congas;
Carl Radle on bass; John Galley
on organ; the Rev, Patrick
Henderson on piano; and a
back·up group of four black
women gospel singers from Dallas.
Operating like a disciplined big
band, Russell's show was a
departure from most of the rock
mainstream. The general opinoin
of tbe people who saw the show
was that it was one of the best
c o n c e r t s e v e r s e en in
Albuquerque.

September l, 2, & 3
7 00 p.m. until Midnight
2 shows each night
b'everages served

UNM Students $1.00
All others $1.50

* * *

While the concert was going on,
a member of the Russell group
came to the ticket office,
re-stacked the money and checked
out the PEC's figures for an hour
and a quarter. Finally satisfied as
to the accuracy, the man left the
ticket office with the rest of the
money for the show.
The show ended around 11:45
p.m. It took t}-le 20 person
clean-up crew unt1l 3:15a.m. to
sweep and clean the arena.
. .
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Cable
By NICHOLAS FLANDERS
Alb\l<jUerque is the scene of a
battle between local television
stations and cable television. A
cable television company wants to
bring their service to the city. The
local stati(}ns are trying to stop it.
GE>neral Communications and
Entertainment ( GenCoE) of
AI b u q ucrque, a subsidiary
company of LVO Cable Inc. of
Tulsa, Okla., says that the local
stations are afraid of competition,
ThE' local stations agree, but say
that the competition would be
unfair.
Thou{lh the Albuquerque City
Commission vot•~d to franchise
GenCoE on July 1Oth, the battle
still raw•s. A pelitiqn has been
gathPrcd to bring the <tU<>stion
hl' fore a genl'ral Plt>ctiou, for
whic!J Jlii date has helm st•t.
'rhe argtlm<•nts for and against
ar<~ many, hut the issu•• centPrs t}ll
the imposition of distant r;ir,nals.
This refers to GenCoE's plan to
bring in by cable two independent
stations from Los Angeles and one
from Juarez, Mexico.
Two of th<1 three local
commercial stations are afraid
that the vinw1•rs will be taken
away by this competition, They
say that it will mean a decrease in
advertising revf.'nue: advertisers
will be getting less coverage and
won't want to pay as much.
Norma Manson, information
dhector for GenCoE of
Albuquerque, says that this will
not be true. The local stations will
still be the best advertising dea.
Manson says that the big
network shows will still attract
viewers. "Nothing can compete
with Archie Bunker," which will
not be carried on the Los Angeles

TV Causes Battle
station.
Furthermore, all advertising on
the GenCoE originated channels
will be of the sponsoring type,
and under Federal
Communications Commission
control. Sponsorship advertising
means that the program is
interrupted for advertising only at
"natural breaks," which are the
beginning and end of programs
and such times as half·time of
sports events.
The spokesmen for the local
stations aren't to be convinced.
"In Albuquerque you've got to
work for every buck," said Fred
Wuensclwl, operations manager of
KGGM·TV. .According to him, the
stations would not go off the :~ir,
but would suffer a gradual decline
in service over the next 5 to 10
years.
In cities larger th-n
Albuquerque, he pointed out,
cable and ovcr·the·air television
have f.'xisted side by side because
there has bel'n enough of a market
for adverti~ement buyers.
Any competition that did not
<:orne from Albuquerque, he felt
would not be in the "true spirit of
frer L'ntf.'rprise."
Max Sklower, general manager
of KOAT·TV, elaborated by
pointing out that Albuquerque
already has four stations that have
b0en losing money for the past six
years, Cable television, he said,
would weaken the position of
thl'se stations further, Which
"would not improve the television
servict• to Albuquerque."
Ray Davenport, promotions
manager of KOB·TV, was not
worried by the importation of
distant signals. He was more
concerned with the long-range

r·.·-

effect of cable.
He felt that the distant signals
being imported will not be
competitive. He said that hi'
subscribed to the Los Angeles
"TV Guide," and couldn't
imagine paying to see the
programs that are on the two Los
Angeles stations being imported.
He thought it "ltind of ridiculous"
because both the movies and the
series are old re-runs, like "Dennis
the Menace."
"And if you miss "Dennis the
Menace" in the morning, you can
see it again later the same day."
His main concern was thnt
cable was putting its foot in the
door. His objection was that cable
would eventually have the buying
power to put over-the-air
television oat of competition for
programming.
He said that KOB·T" spends
$lb0,000 to buy programs to
occupy the time slots not filJed by
the network. In addition,
$200,000 is · 1ent on the local
news programs.
The cable, he points out, will
be nble to take the programs off
the air for nothing.
Sklower expressed somewhat
the same fear for sports. The rise
in salaries for athletes, he said, is
exceeding what stadium intake
and over·the·air television can
pay. He paraphrased football
commissioner Pete Rozell as
expressing the same concern.
Only cable television will be
able to meet the cost, according
to Sklower. And, "money talks to
the sports promoter."
Davenport pointed out another
problem that he thought would be
caused by cable television.
Because of shipping cost and
volume of &ales, many things in
Los Angeles are cheaper than they
arc in Albuquerque. This would

~.
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'Joreign Car Specialisls

AT HIS

uPULPIT JN THE SHADOWS"
WHICH REACHES THOUSANDS WHO ARE
TIMS OF DRUG ABUSE.

DRUG ABUSE CRUSADE
Sept. 3·10

7:30 p.m.

· TEMPLE BAPTIST CHURCH
1613 Arizono, N. E.
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Students who approach the
three free parldng lots on North
Campus from Stanford D!·ive will
be detoui·ed to alternate routes
beginning this Tuesday morning
for about a week.
The Stanford Driv.e approach to
the free Jots is th"' entrance on the
west side of Btorna\illo County
Medical Cl'nter (BCMC), north off
of Lomas Blvd. Stanford will be
closed for about a week while a
main line sew(;'r pipe is installed,
The pipe will serve the new cancer
hospital to be built behind BCMC
at some time in the future, said
Ernie Bl urnPlJth a!, University
architectural estimator.
Suggested altl'rnate routes to
the three lot.~ include two dil't
roads, one WPst off University
Blvd. and another north on Yall'
Blvd. across Lomas Blvd. (Rf'fl'r
to map).
Congestion
To avoid fighting congl'stion at
U nivE>rsity and Yale entrances,
Rick Ruminslci, architectural
draftsman, suggested that students
usc the secondary routes (noted
with dashed lines on the map)
which lead to lot number three.
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Three North Lots
Closed on Tuesday
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Norma Manson
The GcnCoE franchise
agreement that City Commission
has approved calls for
twenty-three channels when the
system goes into operation. They
will include the two independent
Los Angeles stations, and the
Spanish langu~Jge station from
Juare;:.

The four Albuquerq\lo

equipment, producers and
knowledge, but the content will
be the work of others.
In the case of the community
affairs channel, a citizen's review
board made up or a representative
cross-section of the community.
The channel will deal with civic
('VI.!nts.

Tile pnl>lic acc<>ss channel will
be a soap·box, On 24 hour notice
people will be pPrmitted five
minute spots. These will again bt>
produced with the help of
GPnCoE, who will lend out their
<•quipment und~,>r proper
supervision, and can also handle
movie film including Hmm.
Norma Manson fe~>ls that the
vi~>wer will haw moro direct
recourse in cable television, if
they are dissatisfied with the
S(.ttvice.
They can stop their
subscription on 2·! houf notic!•.
Tl11• company must haw a .St'rvicr
departml'nt that reports to the
City Commission. "If you don't
delivl'r they chop you off," said
l\1anson.
She points out that over·the·air
television is pay television also,
but the cost is refledt>d in the
hir,h<'r cost of products that
adv<'rtise OVN telt'Yision. If 0111'
doesn't likt• th(• servil~<' tlwte is
lit tiP mw can do about it.
1f t.he £'abll' company ~Ns past
tlw 1-(ellN<li l'leclion, construction
will bPI-(ln within three months of
the r,ranting of an FCC
('onstruction pPrmit. It will be
re<1dy to go 15 months later.
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Women will get their faire share
of intramural sports this yl'ar at
UNM.
I,aurine Mickelson and Altha
Crouch, director and assistant
director respt>ctively, are both
new at their jobs, and are in
charge of the women's program
this year.
This year's tentative ac,:tivities
consist of football, swimming,
basketball, softball, badminton,
golf, and volleyball.
The football league, or more
commonly called the Powder Puff
League, will start playing on
September 18th, and the Division

Put Your Can
In Our Pants

The UNM Soccer Club will hold
a meeting Thursday, August 31 at
H p.m. in room 231·B of th<' SUB.
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Please Call George Johnson 255-9855
or leave your Number
.
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of Girls and WomP11s sports will
govern all plays.
There will be an Intramural
Council organizational mt•etin(!
Sept. 6 at a p.m. in Carlisi<> Gym,
room I. Representatives of
sororities, clubs, and independent
leagues, dormitories, and faculty
may come to this meeting. Ideas
to improve the women's programs
are welcome at this meeting,
En try blanks and other
information regarding the
Women'!! Intramutal Program may
be obtained by coming to the
Women's Intramural (,lffie(• in
room I at Carlisle Gym.

LEE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!
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Ruminski said Jot thn•(' has b('<'t1
virtually empty while P~'<lpk fight
for parking spots in lots olw and
two. He pointed out that shuaJ,~
buses SPl'V(' all thre!' lots <m ;1
fifteen-minute scht>dult•.
Bluml'ntha\ PxplainNI, "W .. 'vL•
tried to pteserv<> trt>es around tlw
thitd lot, but they hid<' thP lot,"
so perhaps many peopl<' don't
realize it's tlwrl'.
Plans to pave all entrances to
the frel' lots art> in th<• making,
Blumenthal said. "They'll bl•
paved when it stops mining." H1.•
rxplained ihat paving has abo
been held off fot• a we<>k or sD to
allow time fOI' people to get U&Pd
to the concPpls of paid p:dtinu
and shuttk bus<•s to and !'rom
Central Campus.
The three fr(•e lots on Nor! h
Campu.~ art> prt>sently gravel<•d,
and there are no plans right now
to pave the lots becaus<' of lack of
money, Blumenthal said.
University Architect Van Hooke!'
said the money collected in paid
parking fef.'s will be used to
improve the free lots, bui "1 don't
know when there'll be enough
money."

Women's Intra-mural

stations will be carrjcd.
give the impression, Davenport
The channels ar<! planned for
said, that people in Albuquerque the following uses: three for
are being "gouged."
education, two for local
HE' felt that the addition of government, and one E>ach for 24
more channels is not necessary. hour weather, 24 hour llf.'WS,
Even educational channels, three public access, community affairs,
of which are promised by feature movies and sports,
G!.'nCoE, were sup(•tfluous multicultural·trilingual programs,
because Albuqut•rque already has tourists and visitors, a consumer
Channel 5. He felt that more shopping !luid<>, a tintwce and
support should be given to it stock information, and one for
instt•ad of adding new ones.
program information.
Flat opposition was expressed
Thirteen of the channels will be
by both Sklower and Davenport originated in Albuqul'rque. These
to any form or cable television, include llw news and wc>ather, the
except wht•t·e it is bringing service ~.>ducational and localgovPrnmf.'nt,
to areas that have none. and the public acc(•ss and
Wuenschel objected only to the community affairs channPls.
importation <)f dbtanl t.ignals. He
Thf.' monthly rate will be $5,
said lw would haw• no ,,bjPclions with no charge for install:-tion
to cable if they Wl'fl' dl.'ll'ted from with Sl extra a month for l'ach
Gt•nCoE's pn•sent plan.
additional sf~i.
Pres!'ntly tin• cable has a
capacity for &6 channP]s.
Channels 2·1·30 are bl'ing lt>ft for
j fu rtlwr programmin,:! once lht>
C(}mpany knows what mon• is in
i
d1•mand. This addition will b!• at
no extra cost.
What will be at extra cost will
R«'pdn ' \f,unH·IMIH'
bp tht> channels from 31·G6,
nn ~dl t'oreig:n ('o~-U.-;
which are bl'ing reservt•d for such
purposes :.s burglar alarms,
1 information rPtril•val, and other
applications. •' '
I
Many of tht> channt>ls will be
)
put together by pi!ople other than
ht~l' L ~tmlat~\ i
GenCoE. GenCoE will lend the

rr---- ___.____i
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Bike on Blue Railing
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Bike riders can expect some
relief from having to chain their
bicycles to hydrants, street light
poles, and handrailings when the
l.lniversity installs the new bicycle
rakes ordered by the phy!'ical
plant. ·
Floyd Williams, manager of the
physical plant, said that bicycle
racks are on order and will be
delivered within 10 days. Shortly
aft~)r delivery the rack$ will be
installed in various parts of the
campus where the need exist.
When asked whether the new
racks would be the "theft·proof"
type or the conventional type,
seen around campus, Williams
replied they would be the
conventional type.
"The students didn't accept the
theft•proof type," WiUiams said.
"The conventional type is
adequate if the student has a
~strong lock and chain."
Meanwhile, bicycles are
scattere'd about the campus,
attached to virtually any
immoveable object. Bicycles were
found chained to fire hydrants,
one in a manner that would
restrict the use of the hydrante in
case of fire.
Bicycles continued to be
attached to blue tailings despite
(see photo) a reque!.t in the Daily
Lobo by Parking Director Walter
Birge reminding bike owners that
blocking these railings restricts
their use by handicapped
students.
"I don't really blame the
students, "UNM Patrolman Bob
Raymottd said. "We've registered
528 bicycles so far, but we only
have approximately 400 rackll.
There are only 28 racks for north
campus and no racks at all for the
engineering building. We've had
:our or five

bikes stolen

n()ONF~RL JRY

by Garry Trudeau
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Skills Test

Activities Night

ThP communications sl;ills ((!St
will be administert>d Priclay, Sc•pL.
1 in Uw Kiva fwm H·lO p.m.,
Sco Lt CaLlt•Lt, dirPcLor of
freshman English announcPd.
Any frc>shman cni<'ring since
June 197 2 must pass this exam
fox admission Lo the college of
arts and sciences, Catlett said.

Stud<'l11 ActiviliPs Ni~ht will lw
lwlcl S<•pt. lli from 6 p.m. until
!11idnight in t.lw Union. Band~
mc•ludp Wood Ho~<·, J\.lagic S;1 m
and llw Blut• Ridge• Mountain
Boys. ThPrP will b<• ft•ec• gam'''·
. An;yone il~tc~;;r)n becoming
a votmg reg1strur should l'ontact
the Yo\tng DPmqerats r1t

'
;

Dead Trees
The University expects to do a
8 Jot of planting in late fall this year
to enhance the campus and
~ replace trees planted last Spring
~
j!: that died of shock.
University Architect Van
~ Hooker said the sycamore trees
planted last semester a~ound
'
Ortega Hall will all be replaced,
,... most likely in November or
December this year after the first
few f1·eezes. Hooker explained,
the trees probably died of shock.
The contractor wanted to hold
planting back until the cold spell
in March passed. He put the trees
in storage until May, so the Rhock
of planting them after such a long
storage period was too much for
them, Hooker said, But the trees
that did survive will have a jump
on the ones we plant this year, he
added.
Landscaping work will be done
in the areas around the new
psychology and physics building,
near the new Johnson pool, in the
newly developed area south of the
administration building and on
the west side of Ortega Hall.
An anthropologist who has
done extensive work on Eskimo
Tribal culture will spoak to the
Albuquerque Archeological
Association Tuesday, Sept. 5.
Lewis Binford, an associate
professor of anthropology at the
University of New Mexico, will
speak on "Anthropology of the
Modern World."
Binford will speak at 7:30p.m.
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Judee Sill, Warn.er B~os.
recording artist known for her
tours with Gordon Lightfoot, Cat
Stevens and others, will be
performing at the c<Yffee house in
the SUB. The coffee house is open
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
from 7·12 p.m. Admission is $1
per $et for students, $1.50 for the
general public. Two sets will be
performed each evenillg with
hosts serving such goodies as hot
cider, coke, and coffee.

11'irst dispersement is in progress
for students on the New Mexico
Student Loan Program. Those
students who have received an
award letter may pick up their
release slips at the student aids
office, building Y·l. Students
must have a validated student
identification card and a release
slip before proceeding to the
c:nshiers office for their checl{.
The deadline for this first
dispersement is September 5.

Ernie & Lynn's

The UNM Rugby Team has
begun practice for the new season,
Practice times are Tuesday and
Thursday at 6:00p.m.

DUI(E CITY

CLEANERS

Oll'i·rs 'tttd<•tHI ~or·; oil on

drydcaning.

Pick Up Your
Discount Card

2219 Lead S.E.

P.E.

A disciple of Guru Majaraj Ji,
Mahatma Krishna Sukanand, will
be in Albuquerque this weekend
beginning Saturday night at the
Kiva. He will give satsang which is
spiritual discussion at that time
and on Sunday at 1 p.m. on the
west side of the library.

Many interesting aquatic, dance
and sports activity classes are still
open for :fall semester regis~ration,
Some of the more interesting
activities, with course numbers,
arc: Aerobics (P.E. 124·003),
Casting and Angling (P .E.
145-001), American Country
Dance (P.E. 107·002), Mexican
and New Mexican Dance (P.E.
111-001), Life Saving (P.E.
1 04-003), Synchronized
Swimming (P.E. 103-002),
Women's Speedway (P.E.
138·001), a11d Womens Track and
Field (P.E. 142-001). These
coumes may by added by picking
up add cards at the studellt's
respective college and checking in
at Johnson Gymnasium.

NaderJ S .
luncheon beginning Sept. 5
AUTHENTIC LEBANESE FOOD

Gibson's Strawberry

Wi:ue
100% PURE
fifth

QUARTERS DISCOUNT
LIQUORS

Vegetarian salads
allnaturalfoads

shish kabob & ihish kofta

Tue$-Fri 11o30· 2 pm, 5-10 pm
Sat & Sun 5-10 pm,.cloud Mon.

5900 Lomas NE

266-:!629,

at Reddy's Rendcvouz.

this

semester already. We've got to
have good racks."
Raymond, who is in charge of
the UNM Police bicycle
identification program, had high
praises for the bicycle racks
installed near the health lab.
"They are the best rack they've
come up with," Raymond said.
Raymond temindcd students to
lock their bicycles with a strong
type of lock on sale at the campus
bookstore and participate in the
'' 0 peration Identification"
program run by the campus
police.
As a further means of
preventing theft, Raymond
advised students to keep the chain
used to lock the bicycle off the
ground. "Keeping the chain off
the ground denies the thief
I everage on the bolt cutters,"
Raymond said.
ASUNM President Jack
O'Guinn stated that ASt~M will
try to use funds from the
organir,lltion to finance a guarded
parking lot for bicycle owners this
semester, O'Guinn said he planned
to look fol' administration funding
for the second semester.
Students are remineded by
UNM Police to be alert for
persons carrying bolt cutters on
campus. UNM police have found
individuals carrying boltcutters up
to 36 inches long on the
university grounds. Police officers
explained that boltcutters of this
size are capable of cutting through
all but the thickest of chains used
ln securing bicycles to a rack.
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Pot Parties Violate
~ Right to Privacy in Dorms

Football Tearn 'Inexperienced'
center. These positions remain
somewhat unsettled. However,
l!'eldman noted that Pete Bush
and Mike Kubowicz have looked
good at guard while sophomore
Curtis Akins has been impressive
at center. John Urban and Ron
Kohl, both starters last year,
return at the tackle positions.
Despite the graduation of Nate
McCall and othe1·s, the running
game tool's strong ag~in. Last
year's Lobos were second in
NCAA team rushing, and Feldman
plans no deemphasis on the
running game this season.
That is very understandable
since the talented Fred Henry is
returnillg. Henry set a school
single season rushing record with
over 1,l00 yards in 1971. The
coach said Henry and fullback
Rich Diller have looked
"exceptionally good" and are "far
ahead of anyone else" in the
running back competition.
The other halfback spot is
open, but Feldman called the
players trying to win that spot
"quality football players."
Heading the llst are Nate McCall's
i\
brother Carolos, Ben Turner, Bob
Barber, Jerry Bellar, and Jim
;~
Beyers.
Feldman said it wasn't possible
Photos by RONALD KAY
to compare this year's rushers
with last years until the actual
·competittion gets underway, but
he did say it takes more than good
runners to have a strong rushing
team.
"Running success is largely
determined by the quarterback's
ability to execute the offense and
also by the blocking of the line,"
the coach explained.
The end positions are manned
by two returnees who have looked
back-up last year. HowevN, Eddie good in practice according to
Dunaway and soplwmorc Bob Feldman. They arc split "nu Paul
Johnson are not out of the La barrere and tight l!lld Ken
Smith (shifted from split end).
picture.
The Lobo coach looks for
"It's still too early to tell whose
going to be no. 1," Feldman improvement in defense for '72.
"Steve Bradshaw (defensive
explained. "Bob Johnson has
certainly created a competitive end) has looked good on the line.
situation at quarterback. So has We also have Monte Moore (end),
Dunaway. I won't pick one until Lou Heckroth (tackle), George
he shows that he is substantially Oakes (tackle) and Larry Dribbles
(end) retuming. Our linebackers
better than the other two."
Also working out with the team have no experience at all but they
are three freshman quarterbacks, are making good progress.
"We have the most experience
The NCAA made freshmen
eligible for varsity football in the defensive backfield. Steve
there's a good frame of mind schedule doesn't get any easier
starting this fall and Feldman feels Ernst, Dan Spraggs, Fred Ratzlaff,
arter New Mexico State.
here."
Don
Dungan,
and
Howard
Ware
he may have some first year men
"We're going to play the
The fact there has been no
all
have
played
there
beforl!
and
playing before the end of the
toughest
schedule of UNM's
practice
also
serious
injuries
in
are doing good jobs."
season.
history," Feldman said "We're
be
pleasing.
must.
The
kicking
game
has
been
"Freshmen can contribute to
Feldman admits that it's a playing four tl!ams that were in
teams around the country," he weakened by the graduation of different situation this year than Bowl Games last year beginning
said. "However, it's too early to Joe Hartshorne, who set
with Iowa State which played in
in tht> fall of '71.
tell if it's a good thing or not. We numerous kicking records while
«We are far younger and the Sun Bowl. We then have San
attending
UNM.
lo'our
players
are
have to live with it awhile. You
inexperienced. Last year we had Jose State, Pasadena Bowl;
have to remember freshmen have competing for the place kicking people returning at almost every Arizona State, Fiesta Bowl; and
job
this
season
but
thus
far
there
to make academic adjustments as
position. That's not true this year H o u stan, Astro·Bl uebonnet
well as adjustments to varsity is no number one.
and we'll have a lot. of young Bowl."
The
players
may
be
athletics,"
players starting."
Whoever sLarts at quarterback inexperienced, but p,Jdmun said
Aerobics
There is no doubt that the '72
will be playing behind an the most pleasing thing he has ,•-.:·ersion of the Lobos is
A
course
on aerobics will be
offensive line that lacks last year's seen in practice is their outlook. inexperienced and there is no offered by the physical education
"I'm
very
happy
with
the
two starting guards and starting
attitude the team has shown. doubt that the team has a lot of department from 12:15 until
Choo$e from a selection
Everyone came to practice ready question marks. The question 12:50 p.m. each Monday,
to go. We've worked hard and marks will have to be answered Wednesday and Friday, It is not
of oi,'cr 2()0 European
rather quiclrly because the restricted to UNM students or
10SPEEDS
faculty.
Aerobics can be defined as
Astras Olmos Crescents
prolonged exercise at moderate
Low Price Isn't Enough In Addition We Offer
intensity dl!manding adequate
Featuring the iV"orld's
1. High Quality Components
3. We Know What We're
supply of oxygen through the
Champion French Bicycle
2. We Back What We Sell
Talking About
action of heart, lungs and blood.
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The team i~ inexperienced and turnover in personnel because of
the schedule is difficult so there is · grud1.1ation. UNM has lost its fine
quarterback (Rocky Long) as well
no way lie ad Coach Rudy
Feldman will predict his '72 as most of the people who
football Lobos will improve or blocked for him,
Long's replacement most likely
even match lust year's $econd
will be Bruce Boone, Rocky's
place ( 5·1) record.
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However, Coach Feldman has
found encouragement in the
de~ire shown by his playet'b iu
practice and in the good
competition at most positions. or
course, just how much that desire
and competition means as fur as
winning is concerned hasn't been
answered yet, That doesn't begin
to happen until Sept. 16 when
UNM opens its season at home
against state rival New Mexico
Stat!!,
NMS should be a good opening
test for the Lobos. It will be an
experienced Aggie team coming to
Loboland to face the
inexperienced Lobos.
Speaking of NMS Feldman
said: "They look real good. They
have ten or eleven starting
offensive players returning and
they were undefeated in the
Missouri Conference last year.
They have a fine quarterback (Joe
Pasarcik) and the people to block
for him."
While State has most of its
offense returning, the Lobos
atLaclt has experienced a large
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Minority Students

Loud, noisy parties in your
dorm room or the aroma of
marijuana drifting from under
your door are violations of your
right to privacy as expressed in a
new policy determined by Larry
Magnus, Associate Dean of
Students.
The statement o:f this new
philosophy on the student's right
to privacy has been circulated to
all dorm residents and explained
by the advisors. Mangus wrote the
statement out of "a need for a
consistent philosophy."
"We respect the student's right
to privacy in his own room as long
as he does," Mangus said. "The
student is held accountable for his
own actions."
When a student draws attention
to his or her actions by loud noisy
parties, bragging about those
actions, having indiscreet friends,
becoming sick or as the odor of
marijuana enters the hallways of
the dorms, the advisors are
required to file an incident report.
"A violation of residence hall
regulations must occur before an
incident report can be filed,"
Mangus said. "All persons
involved in the violation are held
accountable.''
• -n">ort is filed with both the
head resident of the hall and the
Assistant Dean of Students.
Mangus said that ordinarily action
by the advisor may be enough,
probably consisting of a talk with
the student.
In persistent or repeated cases,
action will be handled by the
Office of the Dean of Students.
Dean Glaser said that any action
such as probation would be taken
only in extreme cases.
Dean Glaser and Mangus both
said there will be no sneak
searches, no weekly inspections
and no type of surveillance by
advisors. Any inspections
instigated by their office will be
solely for safety and sanitation
purposes.
Dean Glaser said alcohol still
caused the most problems. In the
situation, however, that a person
should take an overdose of some
drug the first concern of the stuff
will be with the student's health
with any "follow through action
up to thl! A.~sistant Dean," she
said.
"There has been some feeling
from staff and students for many
months about the need for
guidelines," Dean Glaser said. "We

factory authorized sale
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Labor Day Dad
Finally Gets Due
W A SHIN G T 0 N ( UPI )-A
paternity battle is being fought
over who was the real father of
Labor Day.
On one side is ihe Carpenters
Union, which claims that Hs
founder, Peter J. McGuire, was
the man who sired the first Labor
Day celebration in New York City
in 1H82.
On the other is the Machinists
Union, which claims that one of
its early memlH•rs, MatthPW
Maguire, was the man who
thought up the first Labor Day
observance 00 years ngo.
Fen· decades, McGuire was
generally recognized as thl' father
of Labor Day. But \'Vidence
tuml'd up in recent years by a
retired machinist in painstaking
nsearch indicates that ii was
Maguire, not McGuirr, who had
the idea for the first Labor Day
celebl'ation.
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Applications for minority
scholarships are available in the
Student Aids Office. Deadline for
all applications is September 15.
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also have been concerned about
this. It has taken some time to
establish such guidelines."
She said the difference in
enforcement of regulations from
dorm to donn last year created
confusion and students needed to
know when and how they were to
be reaponsible and accountable
for their actions.
With the formation of this new
philosopl: r the staff participated
in workshops with the result that
Mangus believes their "level of
training ·and sophistication is
enough so actions in minor
violations can be handled solely
by the advisors."
"We don't want the staff to be
a patrol or any sort of police
force," Dean Glaser said.
"Advisors are also counselors and
any problems confided to an
advisor will in no way constitute a
violation of a student's privacy."
"We hope a great deal of the
students on each floor will
establish the atmosphere
conducive to cooperation with the
staff on the subject of a student's
privacy," Mangus said. "The
environment in the halls is
determined by the actions of the
students themselves."
Neither Glaser nor Mangus
know of any undercover agents
living or working in the dorms.
Dean Glaser said the university
does not employ "narks" and is
not notified of any sent h'>t
outside agencies.
"We have gone to a lot of
trouble to inform the students of
this policy," Mangus said. "We
realize that problems exist in the
residence halls and we are
attempting to solve them. I
believe this program will be
successful."
Initially students did not have a
similar enthusiasm. One resident
of Laguna·De Vargas described
the new actions to be taken by
advL~ors us "stupid" and "a shitty
deaL"
"It's really a fair policy,''
another resident said, "besides
what they don't see won't hurt
them."

by Garry Trudeau
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New Mexico

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

CIT

Rates: 10c per word, ,1.00 minimum.
Term•: Payment muot be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journa1ism Building, Room
201>

bv maU

CIMsified Advertiains:
UNM 1' .0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

V~ant

FOR SALE

5)

FREE ROOM AND BOARD In exchange
for care of 5-yur-old from 4 :80 p.m.
thru night, 5 nls:hts per week. Call in
9/7
nfternoona, 294-8162.
WANT FEMALE ROOMMATE, preferably
Rl'li~·Jltm!cnt, beautifully furnished apartment, except own bedroom $95/month.
Two mileo from campus. 266-9432.
9/7
MALE, 21, Seeks room in house with other
•tudento. 255-5427.
9/6
~'REE, HAPPY, HEALTHY; Black Kittens. Call 242-9062.
0/1
NEED SENIOR or Grad Student Roommates to shore house within bicycling
distance to UNM. $70.00 n month. Don,
277·4458.
9/6
RIDE OR RIDERS~from Santa Fe to UNM,
Tu..,., Wed., and Thursdays. Ca11982-1131
in Santa Fe.
9/6
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
meeta Thursdays 5 :30 p.m. in room 230 of
Studl!llt Union. All nrc weleome.
9/5
ANYONE who hM knowledge of Jean

1967 SHELDY GT GOO. F60 Polyg!no tireo,
428 with two fours. Dcst offer. 294-10bU,

Classified Advertising Rdtes

FENDER DUAL SllOWMAN with Reverb
2-J.B.L. 15'a two weeks old. Showroom
condition. $600.00 Steve 344-8524.
9/4
MOUNTAIN LAND: 6 acre tracts. Only
$127,50 down and $42.50/mo. Rathbun
Resllty-2569888, 877-9174. 256 9470. 9/4
10-flPEED BIKE. Triumph. $60.00. Call
Dave 2662828 between 68 P.M.
9/4
YAMAHA 360, 1970 R5, Top condition,
$520.00 or best offer. 255·3978
9/5
GREAT SAVINGS, name brands, receivers,

1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

9/6

nmplifiera, tape recorders, record cha.nR'·
era, speakers, used and df'.mo3. The HiFl
Houae, 3011 Monte Viota NE.
8/8~
WHY RENT? BUY/ Equivalent to a de·

luxe allartment. at' Travel TraUer, sellcontained, 1972 Holiday Rambler. Easy
flnnnejng. 242-0839,
9/6
LEATHER GOODB-JACKETS, PANTS,
DAGS, BELTS, BEI.T POUCHES,
HATS CAPS, SUN VISORS. When you
set out to buy yourself some leather
clothes you should be prepared to spend

contact the Lobo, Jour., Bldg, Rm, 158.
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not exactly n
dear fri~nd, but n group of people who
nrc ready to talk nnd listen to your problems of living. Call or come In NW
Corner Mesa Viotn, 277-3013,
tfn
ASTROLOGIC llOROSCOPES cnst & rend
plus future yenr. 266-7166.
9/15

LOST, MALE BASSETT BEAGLE eross,
brown with gold, bearded Grnmpa. 282·
5673. Reward.
9/7
FoUND, GreY kitten about 2 months old on
200 block Vrusnr SE. Cnll_26~~73.~ 9/7
LOST: White gold diamond Elgin watch.

Gtrlg' locker room, Johnson Gym. Senti•

mentnl vnlue. Liberal reward. 255-8567.
0/6
FOUND-Three paperbacks In MH 220,
Wed. 3:30 p.m. Idcntlly & claim. Rm.
205 Journnll!lm.

31

SERVICES

TYPING, Theses, pnpers, Exrellent resulltl.
ReMmmblc. C. Drown. 265-3103 nftcr

6:30.

9/7

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFI·
CATION, Photo. I<'ll'Jt. inexpcnaivc,
plcllllln11. Ncar UNM. Cull 266-2444, or
come tn 1717 Glrnrd Dlvd. NK
tfn
TUNEUPS by ENGIJ:U;ERJNG STUDENT
nt my home. $14, V-8: $12, 6-cyllnder.
lne!ludes new volntn plus:a condenser nnd

!or n fabric item. After all, Its n choirr
you might live with the rest of your life.
Mal<c the right choice at the LEATHERDACIC TURTLE, 109 Romero NW, OLD
TOWN. 842-8496.
9/4
1972 HONDA 500, 3600 mi. $1260 or best
offer, 299-3289 after 8 p.m.
9/4
'69 KAWASAKI. Mach Til, Excellent corclition. !nat. $72G. Call 247-4689.
9/1
10 SPEED BICYCLES. All fnmous mnk.s.
Falcons $120, Gitone $117, Gorman Vain·
oueurs with aluminum QR wheels, HD,
$116, Other 10-spcedo from $90 to $280.
Full guarantee. Cnll Dick llnllett for
bourn. Rm. 67, Medical School. Day: 2772546, Home 266-2784.
9/1
20 Portable TV's, $30-$60. 441 Wyoming
NE. 265-5987.
10/9

6l

E~IPLOYMENT

Tuesday, September 5, 1972

Ads

say if
in a Big WayH

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge

Terms

Cash in advance

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning

under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals;

2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.

61

4>

7l

l''ORRENT

tion room, commirulary ntorc, laundry,

di•hwaobcra & dbposab. 842-1864, 2660/1

3485,

FORSALE

19~4

FAmLANE. Good cond!Ucm, VS, automatic, Looks sharp. $350. 256-2926. 9/4
ART STUF'-The one a:L oupp]y atore that
d"""n't tfp you off I Albuquerque's LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES. Com!>are
anywhere, 1824 Central, oppoJitc art
building,
D/1
CASTING SCRAP STERLING SILVER,
Good dean •crap. $1,90 per ounce while It
Jnnta, rail 842-9588.
~GG. Call

$-.

_ Placed by

~-------- Telephone

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

EMPLOYMENT

6230 for appointment.
9/5
GUITAR LESSONS. Folk Rock, BluC!I,
~2.60 " Jesson. Call 242-2401.
0/4
EXPERT INFANT CARE. Day or night.
266-8054, 1604 Carlisle SE. 8/81
TJIE NEW CITADEL. avnl!able Sept, 1,
walking distance to UNM, 1520 Unlver•
oitY NE. Effidcney $1~0 !urnlohcd: $130
unfurnillhcd. One bdrm $180 !urnlshed;
$165 un!urnbhed. Swimming JlOOI, recrea-

Enclosed

STUDENT NEEDED TO WORK with 4G-year-olds. 12:30-3:09, Monday-Friday.
Call Mrs. Perldns, 290-~941.
9/1
PART-TIME JOB, eight hoU1'11 per week,
YMCA needs ten male counoelora to work
with boya' program. 26ii-G971.
0/4
10 STUDENTS TO SELL Albuquerque Dinner Club Memberships to atudento. Good
pay, Apply Apt. 2, 1001 Louisiana NE or
<all 266-6102.
9/4
10 STUDENTS TO SELL Albuouerque
Dinner Club Memberships to studentn.
Good pay. Apply at room 131, Desert Inn
Motel, 016 Central SW.
9/1
COLLEGE STUDENTS. Three evening•
and Snturdnys, $90 week, average. 26549GS,
0/1

Jnbor~ Ca.rburntor o\~erhaul also. CnJI 299·

51

Saturday

!\IISCELLANEOUS

BEADS-BEADS and Indian Jewelry at The
Dead Shaman. 401 San Felipe, Old Town,
Call 842-9688.
0/U
BEAD SllAMAN. Uncd suede and leather
coat. nnd Jackeltl. $1 to $15, bill •hlpment
ju•t arrived.
9/14
CLUBS OR GROUPS that want announcement o! their activit!"" are "dvloed to
oend the Information to the Lobo Trips
column . .Jour. Dldlf- Rm, 168.

Flicker Classics

Engraving
The Campus Police will be
registering and engraving social
security numbers on bicycles at
Carlisle Gym, Monday through
Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

9/1

EASTDALE THEATRE
Eastdalr Shopping Center Candelaria & Eubank ::-<E

Announcing Our 'Matinee Classic Series
'r'hc Greatest Anti-War Film Ever ~fade
11

u

more time in the seledion than you wou]d

LOST & FOUND

21

c

Ill

Daily Laba

1) "PERSONALS

O'Conn~ll this summer or her diary please

~

AI1 Quiet On The Western Front"
LewAgers
". . . this is the flick our parents saw
when they were in college-if they had
remembered Vietnam might not have
happened." Susan Feiner, Nyack Spectator
Aug. 28 thru Sept. 1

Showtime I & 3 PM-Midnight Flick Sept. 1 & ?
Evening performance •.• Separate admission

George C. Scott

THE HOSPITAL
5:30 Early Bird $1.0~, 7:30 .~ 9:30 $1.50

I

c. FIELDS
LAURBL
and

141\DY
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CARTOONS

Nixon Goes After
The .Youth Vote

volunteering. We've had some real hard to get the Vice President
college people out here working in.
Lobo :I know there's been a
most of the summer in our
shifting voting block amongst
headquarters.
I think that young people are in minorities in this election. The
a more voter block as such than Jewish vote which seems to be
other groups. I think young traditionally democratic in the
people like every body else are past has been 50/50 Nixon right
individuals. When they make up now. The black vote I hear is
their minds what they're going to changing and the Chicano vote,
do they're going to do it on an too, in our state. How do you see
t)lese things and forecast what will
individual basis.
Certainly some of the issues happen with the minorities?
Ll.'wis :I believe there is a shift.
that were raised by the
McGovernites I think were I think the traditional power base
appealing to young people; of the Democratic party is shifting
however a lot of the polls that arc somewhat and I think in this
coming out now and some of the election it is to our advantage. I
1ocal ones indicate that we're anticipate in New Mexico that
going to get a good cut out of that among Spanish speaking voters
vote and we're trying to worlc it and Spanish Americans that we're
and let them know we are going to do very well. Again, the
Lewis :Right.
interl!sted in having them indications of people coming to us
Lobo: How big will he carry
and
volunteering
to
work,
and
our
participate with us in the
the
state'/
efforts in the field to get
campaign.
Lewis :His margin in 196H ovl'r
Lobo : Senator McGovern is volunteers •.. we're getting a lot Humphrey, with Wallace running,
planning all sorts of vote-catching of Spanish surnaml) people was approximat~>ly -10,000 votes. I
affairs such as rock concerts, involved in our campaign am hopeful that we'll do better
dances, etc., to get out the young organization and we're pleased.
than that this time in view of the
Lobo : Let's talk about the fact that the third party candidate
people. ls President Nixon
planning the same type of thing? issues a bit. The war is winding won't be on the ballot and in view
Lewis : Yes, I think there are down. Nixon has made overtures of the fact that there should be a
special activities being planned. to both China and Russia. l:le larger
vote than in '6!;. l hope
We're hopeful that we'll have seems to have fairly well sorted we'll s~>e a margin of more than
some out here in this area, but I out the foreign policy situation. 40,000. That's my goal anyway.
don't have any specifics right at Let's talk about domestic
I've not seen any national
problems, there's been a lot of figures that I'd say were ours;
the moment.
Lobo: Let's get on to President criticism. There's talk about electoral figures indicate a
Nixon's plans for visiting New abortion and, amongst young substantial win by President
Mexico. Senator McGovern is people, the legalization of Nixon. Our attitude is precautious
coming here in Septembl.'r. When marijuana. How do you think about this whole thing because
is President Nixon coming and President Nixon stands on these when you start out as far ahead as
issues which are very vital to the
Vice President Agnew?
the polls indicate you generally
Lewis :I have no idea. We're young people of this country?
Lewis : I assume that the have only one direction to go and
working from day to day. We're
that's toward a narrowing of the
hopeful but we have no assurance actions of the platform committee percentages. Of course, we saw
that the president will be in New in Miami last week probably this happen in '68.
Mexico. The incumbancy has lots reflect pretty much the Nixon
I think we've got to operate on
position. Ther~'s no question that
of advantages but one of the
the
basis that it is P'oinl' t.o narrow
disadvantages is that it makcn it a he obviously had the support and between now and election time. If
control
of
the
platform
little tougher on scheduling the
we're going to win this one we've
candidate in. So, frankly at this committee. So I think that the got to do a good job of getting
positions of the platform arc
stage of the game I don't know.
our vote out. This is an area in
We'te very hopeful that we'll get essentially the Nixon stands. I which the McGovern peopll.' have
the president in and I assume that assume they'll want to stay away shown a great deal of ability. I
if we do not, cPrlainly we'll push from the abortion thing just like think we'll have to work n•al hard
the Republicans did in our state
convention here. We had to get the 40,000 plus that I'm
testimonies both ways on the after in New Mexico, and to win
abortion question. We decided it's nationwide.
Lobo :So you won't take it for
the kind of moral question that
it's better not to try to deal with granted in this election?
Lewis :I hope not. We're trying
on a political platform. I assume
that's his position on abortion. He not to. It's hard to keep your
came down pretty heavily on the people from getting complacent
presidential commission which when the polls show you're so far
had drawn substantially in that in front. Our people do seem to
be enthused about working this
direction and more or Jess time and complacency so far
repudiated some of the"
bel'n a serious problem.
recommendations of the hasn't
Lobo :Have you seen a decline
presidential commission on or pickup in the amount of votes
abortion.
Prl'sident Nixon is getting in polls
On the marijuana question, • since the Democratic convention
frankly, I have not been involved and since the Eagleton affair.
in this. I've been involved in
Lewis :Yes, the one national
organization matters and I haven't poll I've seen showed him
kept up on the issues as well as widening just a little bit even after
some other people. I don't know the Vice Presidential situation. I
what the national platform says. I still say that barring some
know what the state platform unforseen situation that I doubt
says, but I haven't seen what the that spread is going to get any
national platform says.
wider. I think the tendency will
Lobo : How about some be for it to narrow.
Lobo : The threat of a third
forecasts for New Mexico. I'm
sure that you are cotwinccd that party candidate which is out with
\\11lard Lewis, State Campaign Manager, and JoAnne Hertz, Public President Nixon will carry New Wallace out of the way, will that
help the Republican party?
Mexico.
Relations Director for the Committee to Re-Elect the President.

(Editor's Note-The following
is the transcription of an interview
that took place during the
Republican National Convention.
Willard Lewis is ·"1e State
Campaign Manager for· !>resident
Nixon. He is interviewed by Mark
Blum, city editor of the Daily
Lobo,)
Lobo :I know Mr. Kissinger is
now in VietNam and was in Paris.
I think the youth arc very
interested in what's happening in
Viet Nam. What is going on and
what action is Pt·esidcnt Nixon
Laking Lo end the war?
Lewis :First of all, I have no
special knowledge of what's
occurring beyond what's available
to ev~>ryon<> elst•. I'm certain from
convt•rsations and documents and
so forth that the President is
trying very valiantly to get this
war wound down. He would have
liked to have done it sooner and is
still pressing on to do so and I
assume that the KissingN visit
means that there are additional
private negotiations going on and
undoubtedly some attempt to
convince the South Vietnamese
that we have some kind of
worlcable plan Lo get this thing
wound down.
In spite of the fact that thl' war
isn't over yet I still believe that
he's made tremendous strides
towards winning down our part of
the thing and I'm hopeful it is
going to be over shortly.
Lobo: 197 2 is the year of the
new voter; 25 million new voters
including almost all university
students. According to all the
pollsters the election could very
well hinge on these 25 million
new voters. We've heard about the
new McGovern voter; what about
the new Nixon voter? What's his
strength? Who is he appealing to?
Lewis : I<'irst of all, we don't
concede all the college people to
McGovern. We find that we've had
a good response from young
people, college young people and
others wanting to work with us,

Lewis :In New Mexico it helps
and I assume it helps nationwidP.
Philosophically most Wallace
voters are bound to be farther
apart from Senator McGovern
than they are from the Presidl'llL
There was a lot of conversation
earlier about the fact that this was
just disaffection with the system,
A lot of these people might
swing to McGovern as being otw
who propc;.scd to reform the
syst<:'rn. My convrrsatlons with
Wallace people in Nl'w Mexico
doesn't indicate that its
disaffection with the system as
much as it is an ideological one.
Lobo :The idea that those who
would voh• for Wallace will now
vote for McGovern is strang<': It
S<'ems to me, moving all th<' way
from on<' extrPml.' to the other
side of the spectrum altogether.
Lewis : I don't find a lot of
indication that that's going to
occur in New Mexico. On the
basis of the· '68 returns we ought
to get a fair cut of those Wallace
votes.
Lobo :What's going on now in
the foreign policy? Senator
McGovern has talked a lot about
rcduci the military budget, pulling
a great number of troops out of
Europe, reducing th(• 6th flePt in
t h a Ml'diterranean, gt>tting
everyone out of Southeast Asia
right now. How does President
Nixon stand on this. The dt>fense
budget is biggl'r than evt•r. That
means an increase in military
hardware and presumably
maint<:'nance of the number of
troops in Europe. Is that correct'!
Lewis :Well, at this stage or the
game l think the President wants
to hold European troop
committmenls near where they
are now. The hardware
situation ••. the Viet Nam war
enters in. There's been a
substantial growth of all the
hardware as a result of that war.
These things have to be
replenished. As I understand the
President's position to be, he
wants to continue negotiating
with the Soviets and Chinese and
others and if you want to
negotiate you'd better start from
a position of strength and he
wants to maintain our power
weapons-wide and manpower wise
so that in future negotiations we
can negotiate from at least an
(Continued on page 6)

